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Abstract

In repeating an utterance for the benefit of a listener, talkers can
use contrastive stress to mark those parts of an utterance that
were misrecognized. In this study, we found that talkers use a
consistent set of markers to indicate contrastive stress: Listeners
unaware of the nature of the misrecognition can readily identify a
contrastively stressed word. Based on an analysis of these mark-
ers, we have implemented an automatic algorithm that identifies
contrastive stress with about the same accuracy as humans, using
amplitude, duration, silence, and pitch cues. This ability to de-
tect contrastive stress can be effectively exploited, as part of error
recovery strategies, by a recognition system.

1 Introduction

Contemporary speech recognition systems, however accu-
rate, still make errors. In task-oriented systems with con-
tinuous interaction there is a need to identify and correct
these errors.

There has been little study of error correction in speech
recognition systems, although some commercial systems do
provide techniques for detecting errors, for example:

Monitor overall recognition score; if the score drops
below a certain threshold, disallow recognition and ask
the user to repeat utterance.

Monitor word recognition scores; if the scores drop
below a threshold, present the user with a menu of
word alternatives.

These simple techniques are effective in themselves, but
rely on a very limited analysis of the error (i.e., noting
the score vis à vis a threshold). More sophisticated error
handling requires that the system be able to understand or
at least identify the nature of the error it committed.

The present study examines what people do in one in-
stance of an error/correction interaction. In human–human
communication, perhaps the simplest correction mechanism
is repetition. The success of this correction strategy re-
lies on the very high quality of human speech recognition,
where only occasional errors occur and the probability of
the same error occurring twice in a row is (subjectively
thought to be) rather low. This may not be the case for
other communication channels (for example, a noisy tele-
phone line), but is certainly the case for face-to-face com-
munication.

The advent of the SPHINX system developed at Carnegie
Mellon (Lee, 1989) promises the easy availability of high
quality speech recognition and makes it possible to con-
sider sophisticated error correction strategies, such as the
comprehension and use of utterance repetition.

We have already noted that the simplest strategy humans
use to correct a misrecognition over a high-quality channel
is exact repetition of an utterance. Informal observation
has also established that talkers typically use some form
of contrastive emphasis to mark the misrecognized word,
presumably to make it “easier” to understand, or at least
to indicate to the listener where the apparent error has oc-
curred.

The goals of this study are the following:

Determine the cues that listeners use to mark a work
through contrastive emphasis.

Demonstrate that these cues can be identified automat-
ically.

Automatic identification of these cues provides a necessary
component of any sophisticated error-correction strategy, as
it allows the system to localize the error it has made and
to make use of this information in recovering the intended
utterance.
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2 Human experiments

To obtain a better understanding of how humans make use
of repetition, we performed several talking and listening
experiments.

2.1 Simulating recognition errors

To gather relevant data, we designed a simulation of a
speech recognition system for use by our subjects. Six sub-
jects (5 males, 1 female) were recruited to “test an exper-
imental speech recognition system”. Subjects were taken
to the speech laboratory at Carnegie Mellon and seated in
front of a computer screen. They were also fitted with a
close-talking microphone. The subjects were given 30 sen-
tences to read to the speech system. Subjects were told that
the speech system would try to recognize these utterances,
though errors might occur. The result of the recognition
was displayed back to the subject. The subject then had
a chance to correct the recognized utterance by speaking
to the system again. This correction procedure could be
repeated as often as necessary. Once the subject was satis-
fied with the recognition result, he was instructed to simply
say “OK”. An appropriate database query answer was then
displayed to the subject. If the subject felt unable to get
the system to understand a particular utterance, they were
instructed to say “Forget it” and proceed with the next ut-
terance on their list.

In reality, the session was controlled by a hidden oper-
ator. Since the list of sentences was known in advance,
the operator merely keyed in the index of a recognition
to be displayed to the subject. To add realism, the digi-
tized waveform of the utterance was also displayed to the
subject. None of the subjects indicated any doubts about
the credibility of the setup. For certain utterances (21 of
the 30 on the list), the hidden operator introduced a prede-
termined error, inducing the talker to repeat the utterance.
Occasionally subjects would fail to catch a misrecognition
by the system. The hidden operator then displayed an er-
ror message, but these samples were excluded from later
analysis. A total of 77 usable pairs of utterances were col-
lected.

The 77 utterance pairs constituted attempts by the sub-
jects to speak and then to correct a misrecognition. The first
utterance in each pair is the reference, the second utterance
is the correction. With the correction utterance, the sub-
ject tried to correct a misrecognition by the system for his
initial reference utterance. Subsequent corrections of multi-
ple misrecognitions were eliminated from this analysis. An
informal analysis of these multiple correction utterances in-
dicated that subjects either repeated the intonation of the

Subject: Badger is disabled.
Computer: badger is disabled
Subject: OK
Computer: BADGER WAS AT POSITION 54 N 35 W
Subject: Let me see the casualty report
Computer: let me see the casualty report
Subject: OK
Computer: BADGER REPORTS TLAM DAMAGE, MAX
SPEED 29 KNOTS
Subject: Does it have Phalanx
Computer: does it have lamps
Subject: Does it have PHALANX
Computer: does it have phalanx
Subject: OK
Computer: BADGER HAS CAPABILITY PHALANX

Figure 1: Excerpts of human-computer dialogue, taken
from the simulation.

first correction or repeated the entire utterance more clearly,
without giving special emphasis to individual words. When
the simulated system failed to recognize an utterance com-
pletely it responded with “I’m sorry I did not understand
that. Could you repeat or rephrase that please”. We ob-
served that subjects then tried to repeat the whole sentence
more clearly, since they had no indication of the nature of
the systems recognition failure. Complete recognition fail-
ures were not included among the 77 pairs. Figure 1 shows
some of the interaction that took place.

Automatic recognition performance

To determine typical recognition performance, the sen-
tences collected in the above procedure were run through
the SPHINX system. For purposes of this experiment a small
vocabulary, containing only the words in the sentence set,
was constructed. It contained 106 words. To obtain an in-
dication of relative speech quality for reference and correc-
tion utterances, the recognizer was run without a grammar,
which placed no restrictions on what constituted acceptable
sentences (and consequently permitted poor performance).

SPHINX produced the correct sentence in both the ref-
erence and the correction utterance in 16 of the 77 pairs.
Seven of the sentence pairs were correctly identified for
reference utterance but incorrect for the correction utter-
ance. The reverse was true for another 7 sentences, which
were incorrectly recognized initially (reference) but cor-
rect for the correction. Forty-seven sentence pairs were
incorrectly recognized both in correction and reference ut-
terances. Five of these 47 were identically misrecognized
in both cases, 42 sentence pairs were misrecognized in dif-
ferent ways for each member of a pair.
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A more detailed analysis of the errors shows that the
system performance improved (or stayed correct) from ref-
erence to correction in 35 of 77 sentences. The remaining
42 sentences pairs were either both similarly inaccurate or
showed a decrease in accuracy from reference to correc-
tion. Clearly, what the speakers intended by repeating an
utterance was to correct it, not to increase the amount of
error made, yet the result was a decrement in performance.
Knowledge that contrastive stress was being used by the
talker in the correction utterance could have improved per-
formance.

2.2 Human validation experiments

To establish that some form of contrastive emphasis was
indeed being used by the talkers in the simulation, we per-
formed two experiments. The first experiment was intended
to determine whether human listeners could distinguish a
sentence with emphasis from a sentence without contrastive
emphasis. The second experiment tried to establish how re-
liably people could identify the word being emphasized.

In the first experiment, which will not be described in
detail here, listeners were presented with the reference and
correction versions of an utterance (in random order) and
were asked to identify which utterance was the correction.
They were able to do so with 79.4% accuracy.

It may be the case that a correction utterance might be
marked by a talker as a whole, without indicating a partic-
ular word. For example, a hint of impatience might have
been sufficient for our listeners to have identified the cor-
rection utterance. It would be better, of course, if talkers
provided more specific information. The purpose of the
second experiment, thus, was to discover whether listeners
can identify the actual word being corrected in the correc-
tion utterance.

Experimental details: Ten new subjects were used for
this experiment. Each subject listened to a different ran-
domized order of all the 77 pairs of utterances collected
in the simulation experiment. Each pair of utterances was
presented in the same order in which it had been spoken.
The sentence represented by each pair was also shown on
the display screen. Subjects were told that the second ut-
terance represented a correction of the first one because a
speech recognition system had misrecognized the first one.
No other information about the nature of the errors was
given. Subjects could listen to each pair as often as they
wished. The subjects were then required to type in the
single word which represented their best guess as to what
had been misrecognized. They were trying to identify the
word the speaker was attempting to correct. If they thought
several words were misrecognized, the one they were most

sure of was to be typed in.

Results: The results were analyzed in terms of percent-
age correct identification of the simulated system misrecog-
nition. In the case were a word was substituted or deleted
by the simulated recognizer, only this word was consid-
ered the correct choice. If a word was inserted by the
recognition simulator, both the preceding and the following
word were considered correct identifications of the misrec-
ognized word. If multiple words were misrecognized in an
utterance, any one of them was considered correct as the
misrecognized word. Given this analysis, listeners could
correctly identify 73.2% of the simulated misrecognized
words in the correction utterances, an accuracy substan-
tially above chance. The best listener obtained an accuracy
of 80.5% of the sentences with the misrecognition correctly
identified, the worst listener 62.3%. The best speaker had
his corrected words identified with an accuracy of 90.7%
while the worst speaker had 57.6% of the corrected words
correctly identified.

This particular experiment was slightly biased due to the
repetition of errors. There were several instances of the
identical sentence with the identical words misrecognized,
that were spoken by different speakers during the simula-
tion experiment. When subjects listened to these, they oc-
casionally noticed that an identical sentence pair had been
used earlier in the experiment. Some subjects then merely
repeated their guess of the misrecognized word from the
earlier sentence pair. This was especially critical when the
acoustic evidence of the new utterance pair was ambigu-
ous. We tried to minimize this effect by randomizing the
order of presentation of the pairs. Nevertheless it should be
noted here that this “learning” or second-guessing based on
repeated instances of the same sentence pair might be bias-
ing the results of this experiment towards a higher accuracy.
The results of this experiment should thus be seen as an up-
per bound to how well people can identify misrecognitions
based on contrastive emphasis in the correction utterance.

Discussion

Our first experiment demonstrated that listeners can iden-
tify sentences that contain contrastive stress. The second
experiment demonstrated that people are quite good at com-
municating and identifying a limited region of emphasis in
their utterances. It is interesting to note that listeners are
almost as good at identifying the individual misrecognized
word as they are at identifying a corrective utterance per
se. While we expect people to perform even better in a
richer environment which includes visual feedback and di-
rect face to face interaction, the results we see above are
indicative of what we might expect a speech recognizing
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computer to encounter.

As part of our debriefing for the second experiment, we
asked subjects to describe the basis on which they made
their judgments. Most subjects indicated, in one manner
or another, that they were aware of contrastive marking.
The descriptive terms they used included: “louder words”,
“longer pauses”, and areas of “more distinct pronunciation”
in the correction utterance. They also mentioned that they
cued in on “emphasis”, “stress” and “intonation”. Inso-
far as these are “lay” terms, they correspond well to the
actual acoustic cues we found to be effective in detecting
contrastive stress (see below).

We should also point out that the speakers in the original
experiment did not receive instructions to use contrastive
stress. Nor were they able to become familiar with the
simulated recognition system. As a result, some speakers
said they did not consciously attempt communicate the er-
ror made by the system in their correction. Instead they
merely tried to pronounce everything as clearly as possi-
ble, which often resulted in an almost exact repetition of the
utterance. As such, this represents individual variations in
how a talker approaches the correction problem and needs
to be taken into account in any implementation of error
repair strategies.

3 Automatic identification of cor-
rected words

The experiments described in the previous section have
demonstrated that people are able to use contrastive em-
phasis as a cue when analyzing misrecognitions. Given
that people are able to use these cues, we can contemplate
how an automatic system might do it. An intensive ex-
amination of the speech data collected in the simulation
experiment and the insights provided by the human vali-
dation experiments led to the selection of four promising
parameters: amplitude, duration, silences, and pitch con-
tour. The data indicated that our speakers used all four
of these parameters either alone or in combination when
emphasizing misrecognized words. With the exception of
silences, these parameters are all familiar from the classic
literature (Lehiste, 1970).

We should note that a fifth technique was used by talk-
ers: over-pronunciation. We did not attempt to quantify
this marking technique in the present study, as we were
looking for simple acoustic approaches to contrastive stress
detection. However, we believe that one of the corre-
lates of over-pronunciation is an increase in duration and
we claim that this parameter will reflect the use of over-

pronunciation.

Using these four basic parameters as a guideline, we built
an error identification module that compares a correction ut-
terance to the original reference utterance and tries to iden-
tify the word at which the recognition error occurs. This
is done by analyzing the contrastive emphasis through fea-
tures defined by the four basic parameter mentioned above.
In the following paragraphs we now define these param-
eters in terms of their computational procedures. All of
these parameter calculations assume that the reference and
correction utterances can be divided into equivalent regions
corresponding to the same words.

Word Duration. Word duration is determined by the
number of (3 millisecond) frames from the beginning to
the end of a word. As noted earlier, we assume that the
sentence has been segmented identically for both the ref-
erence and the correction utterance. Differences in word
lengths are computed as the difference, in frames, between
the reference word and its correction. A duration increase
for a misrecognized word seems to be the most common
correlate of contrastive emphasis for correction. It is im-
portant to note that the relative duration of a word may
increase; thus, the word may have more or less the same
absolute duration in both utterances but the other words
in the correction utterance will be shortened to give strong
contrastive emphasis.

Silence. Speakers often mark corrected words with si-
lences. For purposes of this work, silence was defined as
follows: The silences(s) abutting a word were measured for
both reference and correction instances of the target word.
If no silence was present, its duration was 0. Silences at
the beginning and end of an utterance were always set to
0. If a word began with a stop (or ended with an unre-
leased stop), the closure was considered to be a silence.
The silences from the two instances of the target were then
subtracted to give a value indicating the “increase” in si-
lence from original to repetition. The resulting values could
range from negative to positive durations (the former indi-
cating the shortening of an existing silence). In addition to
the relative duration of the silences between words, we also
flagged silences that existed around the correction word but
not around the reference word. In general, we found that
talkers would insert or lengthen silences as emphasis mark-
ers around the corrected word.

Amplitude. Amplitude, expressed as a decibel value,
was set for each word by finding the peak amplitude in
a word. This would correspond, usually, to the amplitude
of the loudest vowel, but occasionally also to that of a
particularly strong fricative. We examined a number of
derived measures, for example the difference in amplitude
levels between the original and the repetition, the change
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in amplitude relative to the other words in the utterance,
etc. We found that words that are misrecognized have a
higher maximal amplitude in the correction.

Pitch. Pitch was calculated using the output of a pitch
tracker developed at Carnegie Mellon (Cole et al., 1986).
We observed that talkers would impose a distinctive “up–
down” pitch pattern on a word to indicate emphasis. This
pattern could be detected rather easily by calculating the
difference between the first and second halves of the word,
taking into account the actual extent of vocalic speech
within a word. The pitch algorithm reliably detected the
presence of this contrast marker. Examination of our data
indicated that people seldom used pitch to mark contrastive
stress. More accurately, the use of this marker was re-
stricted to two of our talkers; the others did not use it.
We suspect that pitch contour is a stylistic choice—one of
several marking techniques available to talkers.

We developed each parameter individually using the data
collected in the simulation experiment as our guide. The
results from each individual parameter were used to com-
pute linear regression coefficients for predicting the single
word in sentence which is the most likely word to have
been misrecognized. This is the word that shows the most
contrastive emphasis as indicated by our linear combina-
tion of weighted parameters. Using this discriminant we
are able to correctly classify an incorrect word in 77.3% of
the utterances in our dataset. This compares favourably to
the human performance on this dataset, reported above at
73.2%.

The regression initially included a total of 16 parameters.
However, we found that the best predictors were (in order
of their power): difference in word length, difference in
duration of following and preceding silences, the amplitude
difference between original and repetition, the presence of
a pitch contour, insertion of silence after and before the
corrected word.

It remains to be shown that the algorithm functions as
effectively on novel datasets. We are currently validating
the model on a set of new data, collected in a different
experiment. In this latter experiment, the actual output of a
recognizer is being used (as opposed to the predetermined
errors in the simulation). Using actual recognizer output
introduces a number of problems that we are interested in
examining, such alignment difficulties created by multiple
errors.

4 Summary and Conclusions

This research has made an attempt to quantify contrastive
emphasis in the context of computer speech recognition.

Our study has produced a number of interesting results:

We have established that contrastive stress is used by
the majority of talkers when repeating a misrecognized
utterance. Moreover, we were able to quantify the
nature of the process, identifying a number of markers
used by talkers to indicate contrast.

We found that it is possible to build a fairly simple
algorithm to automatically identify the word to which
contrastive stress has been applied. We have shown
that it is possible to do so with accuracy comparable
to that of human listeners.

Error repair through repetition analysis is one of several
correction strategies we are currently examining. Repeti-
tion analysis has the advantage of using a natural correction
strategy and does not require the user to master various edit-
ing conventions. We believe that a well designed system
should offer the user a variety of correction techniques, to
suit the task, individual preference, as well as the nature of
the errors that occur. The goal of all such techniques should
be to reduce the cost of making errors. More generally,
the implementation of effective error correction strategies
is a necessary component for the development of spoken
language systems that are capable of engaging humans in
natural interaction, the long-term goal of our work.
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